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Hi   everyone
Only two and a half months until the beginning of the 2019 Pacific Circuit 
Rally and with 40 boats to organise things are pretty full on for us right now. 
All very exciting!! Maintenance progressing slowy but surely!  A few 
cyclones kicking around out there at the moment. Let's hope they are kind to 
our Pacific neighbours this year. 

........................NIGEL & AMANDA

A fun way to go grocery shopping in the Loyalty Islands!
Doing it the Island Cruising way!

http://www.safetyatsea.co.nz/
http://www.kiwiyachting.co.nz/
http://www.yachtingworld-vanuatu.com/
http://www.islandcruising.co.nz
http://www.rnzys.org.nz/
http://www.vudamarina.com.fj/
http://www.islandcruising.co.nz


Island Cruising is all about offering the cruising 
community "peace of mind" – through the help, 
guidance and support they give to boat owners  
wanting to venture offshore. For this same rea-
son, they are aligned to Baileys, as they feel com-
fortable with the first class insurance cover and 
claims support we can provide to their members. 

Please feel free to contact us at any time for 
more information, or with some feedback - which 
is always welcomed. 

Baileys Insurance Brokers 

Ltd 
Phone: 09 444 8860 or 0800  89858500 898585 

Fax:     09 443 4479 

Email:  pete@baileysinsurance.co.nz=Message%
20frm%20web%20site 

Postal Address: 
FREEPOST 1399 
PO Box 101-101 
North Shore 
Auckland 0745 
New Zealand 

Office: 
Unit 9 
35 Apollo Drive 
Rosedale 
Auckland 0632 
New Zealand 

ANCHORAGES - WHERE ARE YOUR FAVOURITE PLACES? 

Where are the places you love to go (if you 

want to share them of course!!) 

Monu Riki, Mamanuca Islands, Fiji  
17 36.42S, 177 02.19E, (approximate only)

Monu Riki is the sight where Tom Hanks starred in the movie 'Castaway'. A beautiful spot with good 
snorkelling off the beach, fruit bats hanging in the trees and the native but illusive iguana can be found. 

Occasionally 'Wilson" can be seen sitting on the beach. Anchorage is deep in 20 - 25 m. Avoid the single 
buoy as this is used regular by excursion boats. Don't know why Tom had such difficulty being rescued as 

there are a number of neighbouring islands with resorts on!!!!

tel:+64-800-89-8585
mailto:pete@baileysinsurance.co.nz?Subject=Message%20from%20web%20site
mailto:pete@baileysinsurance.co.nz?Subject=Message%20from%20web%20site
http://www.baileysinsurance.co.nz/


• Say No to single use plastic bottles by using a refillable water
bottle.

• Say No to plastic straws at home and encourage your friends to
do the same.

• Use reusable bags and containers for lunches.

FOR SALE

https://www.trademe.co.nz/trade-me-motors/boats-marine/yachts/keeler/auction-1831739458.htm

Sailing Yacht 'KENA"

Kena has just returned from 18 months sailing the 
Pacific and Australia. All equipment is in date for cat 1 

and ready to go again!
For further details visit: 

http://www.predictwind.com/


Salthouse 46 cruising yacht for sale 

Excellent condition.

See website: 
https://

morningtidesalthouse46.wordpress.
com/ for price and specs.

FOR SALE
South Pacific Animal Welfare (SPAW) is a registered charity in New Zealand and was founded in 2010 to provide veterinary care and desexing 
programmes to animals living on islands in the South Pacific. New Zealand run and managed, the organisation is often the only life-line of hope for 

animals who are injured, abused or sick. SPAW recruits veterinarians and veterinary nurses from New Zealand, Australia and around the world to deliver 
free veterinary services to the islands of Tongatapu, Vava’u, Niue, Fiji, Samoa and Rarotonga in the Cook Islands. 

The charity is responsible for the introduction of regular veterinary clinics on several south pacific islands since 2010, including Niue where we have 
delivered five clinics and our main project Tonga is now in its 8th year and in 2018 we will celebrate 40 clinics to the Kingdom. SPAW also visits Vava’u 
and Taveuni in Fiji regularly. Often, SPAW volunteers are the only veterinary professionals an island community will see and it is our hope that by being 

present and fostering positive animal welfare activities that over time people will display higher levels of compassion for all animals.  Our services include 
desexing dogs and cats, livestock care, varying surgerical procedures, and the provisioning parvovirus vaccines and parasite care to as many animals as 

we can reach during a field clinic.

mailto:247SAILING@GMAIL.COM


NAMES: Alan and Cindy Nebauer

BOAT: PLEIADES

HOME PORT: Jervis Bay Australia. 

ABOUT US: We have recently launched a new Seawind 1260, 
Pleiades, and are looking forward to doing some cruising in 
the Pacific Circuit Rally this winter.  

Alan and I have enjoyed cruising together over the last 
30years with our children. Alan sailed the boat from the factory 
in Vietnam to Sydney with our daughter and son in law via 
Perth and the Southern Ocean.

One of our favourite anchorages is Opua!  It 
was our first port of call on our honeymoon 
from Newcastle Australia 32 years ago on a 
Top Hat 25.  

We will be sailing over from Sydney after 
Easter and are really looking forward to 
spending time there again before the rally 
start.  

Our boats have ranged from small monohull’s 
to 50ft race boats and we moved onto 
multihulls about 15 years ago, with Pleiades 
being our second cat.  

ISLAND CRUISING NZ MEMBERS PROFILE

We offer private coaching services onboard Pleiades for sections of our winter cruising schedule to anyone 
looking to advance their skills and confidence in sailing.  Private double cabin with own bathroom is provided so 
would suit individual or couple.  Ocean voyages and island cruising spots are available.  
Please email for further info alan@globalprojectsyachting.com.au

Relaxing in Curranbene Creek, Jervis Bay



CREWSEEKER - WE NEED YOU!

We are in the process of updating the entire Crewseeker page (available to view through Full members log in). Any 
Full member of Island Cruising NZ may advertise their availability as crew to other full members for no charge and 
each year the page will be reviewed and updated accordingly. Last year the Sail Tonga Rally saw a large number of 
skippers looking for extra crew for the offshore passages to and from the Pacific islands. Crew was in very high 
demand and we would love to have more of you available. If you would like to add your details to the Crewseeker 
page then please send your name, contact details, availability, sailing experience and any relevant qualifications to 
info@islandcruising.nz 
The upcoming 2019 Pacific Circuit Rally departs from Opua in the third week of May and so whether you are 
looking to gain more experience or are able to offer your own experience please let us know as soon as possible. 
Thank you.

www.islandcruising.co.nz

mailto:info@islandcruising.nz


TUMUA’S PACIFIC VOYAGE 2017-2018 by Jan Beydels

After losing the mast a few days out of Opua, 
New Zealand at the end of May, I restarted

my planned clockwise circle around the 

Pacific on the 8th of August 2017. I sailed in 

total about 20,000 miles in 15 months, almost

all single handed, apart from the Philippines 

to Japan when my friend Diny Naus joined 

me. 

The highlights were The Marquesas. 
Revisiting these had in fact been the

inspiration for this trip and I was not 

disappointed. They were as unspoilt and 
stunningly beautiful as I remembered them 

from 30 odd years ago, when I spent some 

time there on my way to NZ. 

Another highlight was cruising through the 

Philippines. This involved a lot of motoring 

with light wind, but compensated by its beauty 

and getting involved with very interesting and 

nice communities. 

During my first leg from New Zealand to Fiji I encountered bad weather with heavy swells, washing my dinghy away (fasting points broke 
off) and doing some damage to staunches. This lead to further delays for repairs and waiting for new dinghy in Fiji (I ordered a Takacat 
from NZ). These delays meant that I was quite rushed all the way to the Philippines. Fiji-Vanuatu-Solomon was fast and nice trade wind 
sailing. I cruised a few weeks in each of them. Vanuatu and Solomon Islands were both very beautiful and nice cruising areas.  From 
Solomon Islands to the Philippines via Palau was frustrating sailing in the doldrums. Light wind and heavy squalls, with ++ wind and 
constant sail changes. My hydraulic steering started to play up and in the end I had to top up the system every 3 hours with cooking oil! 
I entered the Philippines south of Siargao and motored as fast as I could via the Hinatuan channel, with its notorious strong current to 
Carmen by Cebu to be there in time before Christmas, when Jeff was going to join me for a few weeks cruising through his native 
country. But unfortunately I got sick and was admitted to hospital with dengue fever, pneumonia and amoebic dysentery. We flew back to 
New Zealand, where I stayed till the 16th of February for further recovery. 



After my return I spent another 2 months cruising mainly 
in the Visayas (Central Philippines). Diny arrived on the 
10 of April and we left on the 28 of April from 
Catanduanes to sail via Okinawa to Osaka making 
good use of the Kuroshio current (up to 5 knots !). Japan 
was of course a huge contrast with the 
Philippines. We stayed in a marina in Tannowa (village 
by Osaka) and explored city life by train to Tokyo and 
Naha. 
From here Diny flew back home and I left on 11 of June 
for Hawaii. I enjoyed the crossing. It took 38 days and 
due to a lot of zig-zagging sailed close to 5000 miles. 
The autopilot stopped working on the second day out. 
So the windvane had to do all the work and I was 
becalmed for a few days. In the beginning I had to dive 
south to avoid the worst of 2 cyclones. In the latter part I 
went quite far NE before sailing a direct course to 
Hawaii to make use of the east going current at this 
latitude (further south there is a west going current) 
The last 2 weeks was nice sailing in easterly winds.
In Hawaii I spent one month in Honolulu in the Waikiki 
Yacht club, very nice with bar restaurant and swimming 
pool. Jeff came over for 3 weeks. We had a great and 
luxury time.

Hawaii--Marquesas crossing took 27 days and was rather tricky with several cyclones passing through. First I avoided Hurricane Lane  
(which caused considerable damage on Hawaii) by leaving and sailing NE 2 days before its arrival. It was a bit odd sailing NE away from 
my goal but it was successful in avoiding the cyclone and I gained some easting for a better angle later on. However I had to go south as 
quick as possible, giving up all my gained easting, to get far enough south before a whole number of cyclones were passing through, one 
after the other.. It felt like being in a race but I did get far enough south before they arrived. At latitude 7-8 North (well south of Hurricane 
Highway) the east going counter current was very useful to make good easting. Thanks to all the cyclones there was little or no ITCZ and 
eventually I had a very nice sail in E / SE trade wind all the way to Fatu Hiva the most southerly Island in the Marquesas. 
As mentioned before The Marquesas were still very unspoiled and stunning. I teamed up with another Solo sailor, Eric from Sweden and 
we explored the Islands together including some very spectacular walks and tramping through the mountains. 
The last leg to New Zealand was non stop because it was getting late in the season and I wanted to be back home. It took 28 days. The 
first part was fast trade wind sailing. Than a couple of days motoring in a mirror flat sea. I past just north of Raoul Island in the Kermadecs 
and the next day the wind started to increase and eventually I was beating up against a very strong SW wind and swell. Tumua was doing 
well making 5-6 knots but about 80 miles out of Marsden Point, as expected the wind further increased and I was eventually hoved to in 
45- 50 knots. This was the roughest weather I have had on my whole trip and that so close to home! I was quite concerned that something 
might break but all went well and I entered Marsden Cove Marina at 2PM on Saturday the 3rd of November for custom clearance
(Auckland is no longer a port of entry for yachts) and where Jeff was awaiting to take me home for my first shower in weeks!!

TTumua anchored offf Fata Hiva, Marquesas



1 DAY COURSE 0630 - 1530 :THEORY, + 2.5 TO 3.5 

HR WET DRILL POOL SESSION.  

On completion a discount of 15% can be  applied on 

specified safety items with Safety at Sea.  

AUCKLAND - $425 + gst per person for Island

Cruising Members (Normal price $500 + gst)

Alan Gwyer will run courses on demand so please 

contact him with your preferences . 



Opportunities to sail in the 2019 Pacific Circuit Rally on board Pleiades. A stunning new Seawind 1260 Catamaran – Cruising 
World Magazine Boat of the Year Awards 2019 ‘Best cruising catamaran under 50’. 

Join experienced owners and Island Cruising NZ members Alan and Cindy Nebauer for a portion of the Pacific Circuit Rally. 
NZ, Tonga, Fiji, Vanuatu, New Caledonia, Australia (May-Oct 2019) 

Make an ocean passage or simply meet up for some chill time sailing among the islands. 
Catering to all experience levels; couples wanting to upskill and increase confidence or just wanting an adventure together, 

Pleiades provides the platform. Voyage costs vary per passage option. 
Working in a supportive real-world environment, in a safe and modern cruising yacht, you will gain experience and amazing 

memories for an adventure of a life time. 
Expressions of interest please contact alan@flatearth.net.au 

This is a private advertisement for a boat taking part in the 2019 rally and any arrangement made, is purely between 
you and the skipper of the vessel. 



Considering the Safety Manual for your boat 

By Nigel Richards. 

Since the publication of the latest edition of the Yachting New Zealand Safety Regulations of Sailing 2017—

2020, was released I have received a number of requests on how to develop the Yacht Manual as required in 

Section 21. As with all items linked to achieving a satisfactory safety inspection, contact your Cat 1 Inspector 

for advice on what they will expect to see and be satisfied with in your individual circumstances. However, 

there are still some basics that we can look at when preparing the document. Firstly, what is it for? Primarily 

it is about providing information to the crew to make them safer when operating your vessel. As I have    

mentioned in previous articles it is all about risk identification and operational procedures. All of you out 

there whom have a role in the workplace to make safe work environments already know the doctrine I’m 

about to mention. Remove, isolate or reduce the effect of the hazard. With operating procedures, list in a    

chronological order how to safely carry out any particular function. Let us look at some examples. On most 

sailing vessels one of the major risks we face could be being hit by an uncon-

trolled boom. Unfortunately, that event can result in serious injury or loss of life. 

But on some vessels the boom can present little risk. On my boat for example the 

goose-neck sits 2.2m above the deck, so unless I employ the services of an NBA 

Allstar as crew, there is minimal risk from being hit by the boom. However, the 

genoa clew is a different matter, that swinging around the foredeck with a flap-

ping headsail could easily ruin your day. So how do I record that. Firstly with the 

boom. When crew go forward to reef the slab mainsail, other that instructions 

about safety equipment, they do not leave the cabin-top lower level for any reason 

during the activity, as all lines and winches are at the goose-neck. The genoa 

stays hard on the wind as we can reef under load. However, if the situation 

changes and the genoa needs to be trimmed, the forward hands have to sit down 

on the deck to avoid the flapping clew. A similar approach to any work required at
boom level is that the boom must be fixed in two directions before leaving the

lower cabin-top level. i.e. the mainsheet tight against a strop to the strong point on the gunwale to create a 

triangle, therefore stopping the boom from coming back and hitting the crew on the cabin-top. All this is recorded 

as operational procedures in the Boat Manual. 

We have identified aboard our vessel that the only area of the side-decks where there is a risk of falling over board 

is at the step from the rear side-deck to main deck level. Here the solid rail, that normally sits at pelvis height is 

reduced to knee height as one makes the step down.  

On the side-deck clipped on to 
the jacklines, inside the line, 
with harness , AIS MOB and 

footwear.  

Working at the mast. Head below 
the height of the goose-neck, 

clipped on with harness, AIS MOB 
and footwear. 



The control measure for this is the jackline. It leaves the aft-deck hoop at chest height and 

goes all the way forward, the crew are on inside of it as they make the step down, tethered of 

course. In fact the jack-line pushes you inboard at the crucial moment. Again, this is recorded 

as an operational procedure in the Manual, forming part of the rules for activities outside the 

cock-pit area. On the subject of the cock-pit or con. Because we have an enclosed pilothouse, 

our rules around safety equipment may differ from other open cock-pit boats. I would expect 

that most skippers will dictate that hands leaving the cabin into the cock-pit must be wearing 

their lifejacket and clipped on before leaving the companion-way. I would certainly hope that is 

the rule, particularly at night! This must 

be recorded as a procedure. Our rules 

are different; the night-watch can be 

safely inside the pilothouse, without the 

need to wear a lifejacket, but a personal 

AIS MOB transmitter is a must. Only when exiting to the aft-deck is a lifejacket and 

tether required, before stepping outside. During the day, sunning on the aft-deck is   

allowed without tether if we are under light wind sailing rules, but as soon as the wind 

pipes and the second reef is required, on go the harnesses or lifejacket and tether when 

wave gazing from the aft-deck. All recorded in the 

Manual under the Sailing Rules. We have rules for 

Daylight Sailing and Darkness Sailing, within those 

headings are Light Conditions and Heavy Condtions. These are denoted by the number of reefs in the 
mainsail; 2 reefs denote heavy conditions. 

So, I hope you can see, this not a Manual that you can create to cover all boats and their risks. You    

really need to write the manual for each individual boat. Of course applying the same risk assessment 

and control measure principles are a must. On the next page are a couple of examples from Varekai’s 

manual to see how I’ve written our procedures. The vessel is described in a narrative form, a little like 

reading a book. 

And the final note is this document greatly assists your crew briefing when they get aboard. Give ‘em 

the manual to read before you start talking. It will give them a basis of how the boat works, see that 

you know your stuff and generate questions to ensure everybody is on the same page, clued up and 

ready for a safe passage to somewhere warm. Safe sailing. 

Daylight  Sailing rules enjoying the sun



Nigel Richards

Any other deck activity will be risk assessed  by the skipper at the time.

All crew must be in the pilot house. Briefing of activity must be given to all crew. Deck 

light must be switched on.

Crew going forward will be required to wear a harness life jacket and foot wear. Crew 

must be fitted with a head torch. AIS MOB device must be worn.

Any crew outside the pilot house on the aft deck to assit must be wearing a harness life 

jacket, clipped on to the tether, wearing AIS MOB device and footwear.

Crew going forward will not leave the main deck level, unless reefing at the mast, then 

only will the crew access the lower cabin top.

Crew going forward to carry out a function other than on the main deck level will first 

risk assess the task with the skipper and follow any agreed actions to the letter. All crew 

will be briefed.

Off Shore Darkness Sailing Deck Rules   

Watch Keeping hours  2000-0800

Normal Conditions      

No Reefs

 On watch crew will wear AIS MOB device at all times. Other crew can access the 

pilothouse only for short periods/updates with out AIS MOB fitted

All off watch crew members will have their lifejackets with them at rest. If an emergency 

call is made, lifelackets MUST be donned prior to reponding.

On watch crew can access the aft deck only when wearing a harness life jacket and 

clipped on to permenant tether lines.

At least one other crew member must be in the pilothouse whilst crew are outside the 

pilothouse. Deck light must be swtiched on.

Crew going forward will be required to wear a harness life jacket and foot wear. Crew 

must be fitted with a head torch. AIS MOB device must be worn.

Crew going forward will not leave the main deck level, unless reefing at the mast, then 

only will the crew access the lower cabin top.

Any crew outside the pilot house on the aft deck to assit must be wearing a harness life 

jacket, clipped on to the tether, wearing AIS MOB device and footwear.

Version 1.1

Going Forward      

Normal Conditions

Going Forward Heavy 

Conditions - 2 Reefs

Skipper discretion

EXAMPLE ONLY



Nigel Richards

Crew going forward to follow all rules as above.

Any crew outside the pilot house on the aft deck to assit must be wearing a harness life 

jacket, clipped on to the tether, wearing AIS MOB device and footwear.

Crew going forward will not leave the main deck level, unless reefing at the mast, then 

only will the crew access the lower cabin top.

Crew going forward to carry out a function other than on the main deck level will first 

risk assess the task with the skipper and follow any agreed actions to the letter. All crew 

will be briefed.

In the first instance, the genoa will be furled to reduce the risk from the clew and sheet 

lines.

Off Shore Daylight Sailing Deck Rules

Any other deck activity will be risk assessed  by the skipper at the time. Eg dolphin or 

whale viewing etc.

Normal Conditions  

No Mainsail reefs
All crew can access the pilothouse and aft deck without the need for a life jacket.

No one will leave the aft deck and proceed forward past the primary winches.

All awake crew will be made aware that someone is going forward. At least one other 

crew member must be in the pilot house observing.

Crew going forward will be required to wear either a harness or a harness life jacket and 

foot wear.

Crew going forward will be required to wear AIS MOB device.

Crew going forward will clip on to the jacklines prior to passing the primary winches. No 

crew will leave the main deck level.

All crew will be in the pilot house.

Skipper discretion

Version 1.2

Going forward      

Normal conditions

Going Forward Heavy 

Conditions - 2 

MainsailReefs

EXAMPLE ONLY



PROUD SUPPORTER OF ISLAND CRUISING 

http://www.hydrovane.com/


FOR SALE

    Carpenter 37 - Designers own boat - $169,000
Navara is a quality NZ built boat with a proven offshore pedigree, but also 

ideally suited to family gulf and coastal cruising. Designer Rob Carpenter’s own 
custom built performance cruising yacht.  LOA 11.2m, Beam 3.75m, draft 1.8m, 

displacement 14,500lbs, Balsa core GRP hull and decks, sugar scoop stern 
carrying 300L of fuel and 300L water. Sleeps up to 8 with separate owner’s 
cabin and spacious, teak interior. Launched in 1995, Navara has essentially 

been re-fitted during the last 10 years including new 40HP Yanmar 3JH4E, Kiwi 
Prop , over size standing rigging, Simon Willis sails, B & G Zues T8 chartplotter, 
AIS, Wifi ,4G broadband radar plus ICOM IC718 SSB.  Double spreader, keel 
stepped fractional rig, deep fin keel with bulb and spade rudder. Navara is a 
true sailor’s boat and a pleasure to sail. Strong and capable, she has been in 
Cat 1 for many years regularly sailing offshore. She comes ready to go again 
with an Ocean Safety 4 person life-raft, Coppins Storm Fighter sea anchor, 
Coppins Sea Claw drogue, 2.6m RIB and 5HP outboard.  Recently returned 

from Fiji, Navara can be viewed at Tutukaka Marina (30 mins drive N of 
Whangarei).

Details too numerous to list but are fully detailed in the specifications which can 
be requested by emailing imagine2011@hotmail.com or calling Carl on       

0274 465 265 

A passing Albatross on a passage from  
New Zealand to Fiji 



Island Cruising NZ 

2019 Pacific Circuit Rally 

5 Countries, 6 months, Endless beautiful anchorages 

Join us, relax , explore and make new friends in Paradise 

NZ- Tonga - Fiji (via Lau group) - Vanuatu -  New Caledonia (via Loyalty Islands) - NZ 

Make your sailing dreams a reality - Island Cruising Style 

Departs NZ:20 May 2019 - Returns NZ Late October 2019

How can you resist??!! 

2 SPACES NOW AVAILAB 

2 SPACES NOW AVAILABLE 
DUE TO CANCELLATIONS

http://www.islandcruising.co.nz


ISLAND CRUISING NZ

2020 VANUATU & 
NEW CALEDONIA 

RALLY 

We are now taking expressions of interest in 
the 2020 Sail Vanuatu & New Caledonia 

Rally on our website and by using this link:
https://form.jotform.co/82100430557850
Join us in late May 2020 to explore the lesser visited 
islands of Vanuatu for 2 months before departing for 
rally clearance into the Loyalty Islands and onward 

into New Caledonia for the rest of the sailing season 
returning to New Zealand in late October 2020.



2019 Pacific Circuit Rally News 

The 2019 Pacific Circuit Rally is now full and will depart from Bay Of Islands marina in Opua bound for 
Tonga on 20th May, weather permitting with a good mix of first timers and experienced skippers. 

New Zealand, Australian, American, British and European sailors will be found among the fleet. Now 
25 children involved in the rally too, so there should be plenty of babysitters on hand amongst the 

fleet!!

Information Pack 1 & 2 and an updated version 2 of the Rally itinerary have now been emailed out. 

This year a closed Facebook page is allowing crews to interact with each other before meeting face to 
face during the pre-departure week. Lots of smiling faces there!



Cruising Guides and Resources for the 

South Pacific  

www.sailsouthpacific.com 

Yacht ‘Stravaig’ on one of our cyclone mooorings 

Phone:  +64 (0)9 402 8449 

Mobile: +64 (0)21 2533035  

Email:  open ocean@xtra.co.nz 

Open Ocean Watermakers 

Unit 18 Baffin Street 

Opua, New Zealand 0200   

SSailing with infants/& 
toddlers:

 A car seat can be lashed
securely in the cockpit to keep
your little ones safe when you
have do a job that requires your
full attention.

 A folding clip on high chair such
as the Phil & Teds Metoo seat
again keeps you child secure
and safe and takes up little
room on the boat.

Great discount for Island Cruising NZ Members!

mailto:openocean@xtra.co.nz
http://www.openoceanwatermakers.co.nz/
http://www.seapower.co.nz/
http://www.sparsandrigging.com/
http://www.sailsouthpacific.com


Site Office in the Med   By Island Cruising NZ Members Steve & Adrienne (SY
Seaforth)

Who we are......... Steve and Adrienne (from Seaforth) met Jim (from Panthera) on the 2017 Island Cruising Pacific Circuit Rally.  We 
cruised in company on and off for 6 months and got along really well.  When Jim first mentioned his desire to go through the Panama 
Canal and sail back to NZ, we jokingly offered to crew for him (we had also always wanted to do that voyage).  Fast-forward a few 
months, and back in NZ when Jim started looking for a new boat in the Caribbean, he asked if we were serious or not. We thought 
about it for, oh, about 5 seconds and said yes of course. He then found a boat in Spain, so the plan expanded to include the 
Mediterranean and crossing the Atlantic. 

Flying the ICNZ burgee in Palmermo, Italy

Jim purchased the boat around April 2018 and we then had a 5 month wait    
before our schedules would allow us to get up to it. We headed off to Tonga  
and Fiji on the 2018 ICNZ rally, and Jim crewed to Tonga on Manuhaea, went 
to South Africa with Doug off Morepork, and then to Rarotonga for his son’s 
wedding in August.   
In September, after an unseasonally early return to NZ from Fiji, we finally 
flew to Spain to meet Jim who had arrived a week earlier, and started work 
on getting the boat ready. There were a few issues that needed fixing (that 
the broker had frustratingly not sorted in the 5 months the boat was just 
sitting around), and so we learnt all about “mañana” from the Spanish. It 
translates to ‘tomorrow’, but really, it means not today, maybe tomorrow, 
maybe the next day, maybe next week, maybe next month - kinda the 
Spanish version of “island time” I guess!!

So, after a somewhat frustrating month or two, intermingled with trips to Barcelona and 
surrounding areas for a look around, we finally headed out to Mallorca for a shake down 
cruise.  A few teething problems aside, we had a great time and circumnavigated the island 
of Mallorca for a look at some impressive little sandy bays, large deserted rocky bays, and 
spectacular scenery.   
We had to get the boat out of EU waters for tax purposes (otherwise Jim would have to 
import it and pay VAT on it), so we decided to go to Tunisia.  I’d heard they have fabulous 
old roman ruins there, and being in a Muslim country for Christmas would be different. It 
definitely was different that’s for sure! The local police station and customs offices in 
Tabarka where we cleared in were just a building with an old typewriter on a desk – it 
didn’t even have a phone, let alone computers or any other modern equipment.  We really 
had gotten off the beaten track, and the rest of Tunisia was pretty much the same. 

We love 
just 

wandering 
around the 

markets 
here in Italy 



 We all stood out like the proverbial dog’s bits as we would wander around town, looking in the markets, buying food, and soaking up the experience.  The 
first time we heard the “call to prayer” we wondered what was going on, but you soon got used to hearing it 5 times a day over loud speakers from the 
many mosques in the town.  Food was so cheap here, and so good and fresh, that I don’t think we ever cooked on the boat the whole time we were in 
Tunisia. Lunch would be about NZ$1.50 (breakfast cheaper), and a big dinner with several courses was about NZ$8.  We spent about 2 weeks in Tabarka, 
and then moved around to Monastir for about 1.5 weeks. Both places were quite different, with Tabarka just a small fishing port where we were rafted up 
to another yacht, and Monastir a proper marina with lots of foreign boats, restaurants that served alcohol, and some cruisers wintering here.  The only 
two downsides to Tunisia was the rubbish everywhere – I don’t think they have any sort of rubbish collection system at all – and the fact that wearing 
shorts is not allowed.  Most of the time that wasn’t an issue as it was not hot enough, but occasionally we would wear shorts on the boat, but have to put 
long pants on to go out. 

Lovely looking large port/marina in the 
middle of downtown Marseille 

Prague Old Town Square - The 
Astronomical Clock - this can tell 

you all sorts of stuff like time, 
sunset, sunrise, moon set and rise, 

month, zodiac sign, moon phase 
and even religious holidays. 

After a great time in Tunisia, lots of great food, amazing 
roman ruins, and tanks full of cheap diesel, we headed to 
Sicily.  Whenever we told someone we were going to 
Sicily, people said we would have difficulties with officials 
because of the mafia.  Clearing in was actually a breeze 
and they just stamped our passports, gave us some 
paperwork for the boat, and said (welcome) without even 
inspecting the boat or its crew.  We thought they would 
have been a bit more thorough since we'd just come from 
Northern Africa (from a country bordering Algeria and 
Libya!!).  I guess that's the laid back Italian approach for 
you.
Jim had to go back to NZ for a month or so, so a berth had 
been booked in Palermo, and we prepared to spend a bit 
of time here on the boat.  We  took advantage of cheap 
flights to see some bits of Europe.  If you can travel light 
and only have one small backpack, you can get flights all 
over the place, ranging from 8-25 euro.  So, while Jim was 
basking in the hot NZ summer, Steve and I visited cold 
snowy places, like Athens (yes it snowed there too!), 
Budapest, Prague, Dublin, Edinburgh, Marseille, Berlin, 
Krakow (Poland), and Vienna. 

We’d previously visited places like London and Paris, so haven’t repeated those ones yet.  We’re off to Rome at the 
end of February to meet Jim as he returns from NZ, hopefully stocked up on Marmite and other goodies from NZ 
that we haven’t been able to find here in the Med. 
So for now we are enjoying a warm (ish) sunny winter in Palermo, with daily temperatures usually in the mid to 
high-teens, and lots of crazy Italian antics to keep us amused. 



Lessons from the Med so far: The water is very clear, and while there are lots of small fish, 
there are not so many larger fish (although we have caught 3 tuna so far, but they were smaller 
than ones we’ve caught in the Pacific); The tide is odd, mainly for the lack of it – it’s about 
100-200mm; There’s LOTS of marine traffic even offshore, and most local fishing boats
(Tunisia, we’re talking about you here) don’t have navigation lights – sometimes just 
something that looks like someone holding up a cell phone with it’s light on.  You only spot 
them at night when they shine a torch on you from 50m away; There is either no wind, or too 
much wind – one minute it’s 3 knots, next it’s 30.  Admittedly these bad wind conditions are 
usually forecast as the Tramontana (Spanish), Mistral (French), Scirroco (North African), 
Meltemi (Greek), plus various others.  They are typically high winds that come funneling down 
the Alps, across the Med and snot everything in their path.  They can last 20 mins or 4 days.  So 
as long as you are super flexible with where and when you want to travel, and keep an eye on 
the forecast, it’s ok; There is so much history and ‘touristy’ type stuff to see, which is quite 
different to the “remote long white sandy beaches covered in coconut palms” that we are used 
to in the Pacific
All in all it’s great fun and highly recommended.

Auschwitz-Birkenau Concentration Camp. Over one million 
people were slaughtered here, 75% of them within hours of being 
brought in by train.  A sobering look at a more disturbing side of 

human history. 

Kraków (Poland) Old Town Square. Their public 
transport system is quite quaint. It’s a very pretty town 
because it emerged from the war relatively unscathed. 

The Fishermen’s 
Bastion. Budapest is 
actually two cities - 

Buda and Pest on either 
side of the Danube 

River. This is on the 
Buda side and looks 
down over the river. 

The Edinburgh Castle 
- once again, a castle

on a hill - the rich
obviously liked to

have a view 

This is where our boat gets her 
name from 



THE JUNIOR JETTY 
By Ella 

Hi there, Ella here……

Hope you are all enjoying 
your year so far. My year 
is going great; I have 
made some new friends, I 
am doing dance lessons in 
Whangarei, and I'm 
looking forward to seeing 
some of you guys in May! 
This year in the islands, 
we are going to be setting 
some challenges for those 
who are coming on the 
rally with me! I won't say 
anymore because I don't 
want to spoil the fun 
surprise.  

Look forward to seeing 
you out there!!  ............Ella

JOKE TIME

Q. What is a pirates favourite letter in the

alphabet?

A.Rrrrrrrrrrrrrrr !!!!!

Fast Facts 

1. Giant Arctic jellyfish have tentacles that can
reach over 36 metres in length..

    2  There are 79 to 84 different species of whale.           
        They come in many different shapes and sizes!.

Christmas tree worms come in all sorts of colours



CREATURE FEATURE - BLUE SPOTTED RAY

COMMON NAME: Blue Spotted Stingray 
SCIENTIFIC NAME: Taeniura lymma
DIET: molluscs, worms, shrimps, crabs, small fish 
AVERAGE LIFE SPAN: 12 to 15 years 
SIZE: Up to 80 cm long and 35 cm wide 
WEIGHT: Up to 5 kgs

The blue spotted stingray is a stunning creature found deep in coral reefs. 
They generally spend their time hiding in the rocky or sandy bottom areas of 
reefs that include those found in the Red sea, the Arabian Gulf, South East 
Africa, southern Japan, northern Australia and the Pacific Islands. Named 
for its distinguishable bright blue iridescent spots, the blue spotted stingray 
is by far one of the most attractive members of the stingray family. The 
bright blue spots and dark blue stripes that run the length of the tail of the 
blue spotted stingray act as a warning to predators of the venomous barbs 
that are situated on the end of the tail. While the blue spotted stingray will 
use its tail to defend itself from predators, like most stingrays, they are 
generally peaceful creatures. The blue spotted stingray has a mouth and gills 
that are located on the underside of the body. 

By Ella Richards

Inside of the mouth are two plates that are used to crush the shells of the crustaceans 
the blue spotted stingray eats as its primary source of nutrition. These colorful deep-
sea creatures use their mouth to scoop up their prey like a shovel. The underside of the 
blue spotted stingray is white, while the primary color of the body is a grayish or 
reddish brown. This coloration serves as a camouflaging mechanism, allowing the blue 
spotted stingray to blend in with the sand when viewed from above and blend in with the 
sunlight streaming through the water when viewed from below.
While the blue spotted stingray is most commonly found in the depths of the coral 
reefs, when high tide arrives they will move to the shallower reefs. Blue spotted 
stingrays tend to swim alone or in very small tight knit groupings. When it is time to 
eat, the smaller groups of stingrays will migrate into a large school, disbursing after the 
feeding is done back into their small groups again. The blue spotted stingray is listed as 
a threatened species.While many scuba divers seek out the blue spotted stingray it is 
important to not forget that while these colorful creatures are generally docile, they 
can attack with their tails when they feel threatened. As with any venomous fish or sea 
creature admiring them from a distance is the safest option. The blue spotted stingray 
typically feeds by day, making it easy to spot them if divers explore their habitat 
areas. 



FOR SALE 

Vivacious - 42ft Passport
Major refit 2012. 

Very capable offshore 

boat.  

Completed circumnavigation and  

 several Pacific Circuits. 

Extensive inventory on request 

All modern equipment. 

NZ Registered Ship. 

Fastidious Owner of 14 years 

Island Cruising member for 16 

years 

Price reduced to NZ$175,000

Contact owner Russ by email: 

russte66@gmail.com 

mailto:russte66@gmail.com


Collision Regulations 

By Nigel Richards. 

We mentioned keeping a proper look-out and proceeding at a safe speed, so as to determine a risk of collision early enough to 

avoid a close quarter situation from developing. Let us have a look at some of  the considerations to take when deciding whether 

to alter course. 

The following image is from MOE (Mark One Eyeball), RADAR and AIS of a ship approaching on our port side, in the open sea.

Note how difficult it is to see the ship near the sun beam. From the radar screen 

we can see that she is only 3.6nm away! Also note the sea conditions and the fact 

that the other two GRP yachts are not displayed on the radar screen. The 

screenshots were taken a few minutes apart as the AIS shot is earlier than the 

radar image. The point is not to rely on only one method of determining the 

situation. The ship is already making a course alteration to starboard so as to

pass astern of the group. How do we determine whether a risk of collision exists? 

One way is to take the relative bearing of the approaching vessel. If the bearing 

changes over a few minutes we can determine that the vessel is passing either 

ahead or astern. 



Looking at the first two images we can see the bearing as indicated by the radar ’Bearing and Range’ function has decreased. With 

the vessel on our port side, this change tells us the vessel will pass astern. Rule 15 says that we should avoid passing across the 

head of a vessel in a crossing situation.  Rule 15 is for power-driven vessels of course, however this situation was 

power-driven vessel versus sailing vessel. This bearing change method can also 

be done with the trusty hand-bearing compass as well. Good practice for the 

younger members of the crew, and those that need a refresh! We can

also see how close we will pass by utilising the 

CPA/TCPA function on the AIS. The third image 

shows the full details of the target from our 

Vesper XB8000 AIS overlaid on the Wartsila 

iSailor app on the iPad. CPA or Closest Point of 

Approach will be 3.57nm away and in 8 

minutes, 51 seconds time. 

Now, with our offshore sailing 

rules aboard Varekai, both 

the RADAR alarm and the AIS 

alarms have already sounded 

because I have them set at 5nm for the RADAR and under 

10 minutes for the TCPA. 

Although MOE (Mark One Eyeball), is the one we like to 

use to ensure our determinations are correct, at night or 

restricted visibility due to weather, or a large fish on the 

line, the electronic aids are already helping us stay safe by 

giving good warning. In this situation we were able to 

continue and maintain our course and speed (Rule 17), as 

the stand-on vessel without concern. 

And of course you notice by the time stamps on the 

images, all this took place before breakfast! 

Safe sailing! 



FAST FACTS
  The Southern Hemisphere consists of

about 90% sea.

 The giant clam is a carnivorous
invertebrate that can live over 100 years
in the wild. They only get one chance to
find themselves a habitat or home as
once they fasten themselves to a spot
on the reef, that is where they remain for
their entire lives.

 Almost 90 percent of everything we buy
arrives via ship

 Green flashes and green rays are
meteorological optical phenomena that
sometimes occur just after sunset or
right before sunrise. When the
conditions are right, a distinct green spot
is briefly visible above the upper rim of
the Sun's disk;

Email: David at readyallready@gmail.com



• Customer support you can rely on
• Zero activation cost on new SIM Cards
• Activation process automated via PredictWind website - full activation completed in minutes.
• Billing prorated if SIM Card activated during the month
• Ability to change billing plan at any time
• Email alerts for 80% & 100% of usage
• Avoid bill shock with auto cut off
• Ability to monitor usage
• Automated invoicing direct from PredictWind - eliminate billing mistakes.
• One-stop-shop for all support and billing
• Now shipping from 4 locations around the world  - USA/UK/Australia/
• PredictWind Advanced Warranty - If your Iridium GO! unit is still under the 12 month Iridium warranty, we will ship a replacement unit within 5 DAYS to
avoid the standard 8 week delay for Iridium repairs.
• Retain your GPS tracking page - with a new PredictWind SIM Card. Old SIMs will only work with your existing GPS tracking page for the next 6 months.

• No additional FCC (US$3.70) charge when you switch

Get a free SIM Card from PredictWind! 

EXCITING NEWS FROM PREDICTWIND.COM

We're excited to announce the launch of PredictWind's airtime services! As an introductory offer we're sending out free SIM Cards to 
existing members. Switch today & take advantage of the awesome benefits below.

https://satellite.predictwind.com/migration


Think about ........?
 What’s the best solution to clean the interior wood,

ceiling and heads of your boat?............White
vinegard and baking soda. This combination kills
mold and cleans without the need for those nasty
chemicals.

 Use permanent markers to label tinned food on
top for storage. Easy to find what you need in the
bilges.



OCEANIA MEDICAL IN AUCKLAND WILL BE 
RUNNING  OFFSHORE MEDICAL    

COURSES FOR ISLAND CRUISING NZ 
MEMBERS AT A GREAT DISCOUNTED  

RATES. PLEASE CONTACT THEM DIRECT 
WITH YOUR MEMBERSHIP NUMBER TO 

EXPRESS YOUR INTEREST IN ANY 
UPCOMING COURSES OR REGISTER ON 

THEIR WEBSITE: 
www.oceaniamedical.co.nz 

EMAIL: info@oceaniamedical.co.nz 
PHONE: +64 9 951 8338

Courses being held in March & April 
so book your places now.............................

http://www.oceaniamedical.co.nz
mailto:info@oceaniamedical.co.nz


Get off the beaten track and find yourself sailing and cruising the Fiji Islands. 
Located in the central Pacific Ocean, Fiji is tropical and warm all year round. 

Warm season is from November to April with heavier rain and cooler season is 
May to October. Part of what makes Fiji unique is its many island groups, each 
with its own vibrant culture, identity and attractions, and sailing and cruising is 
one of the best ways to get around them. These 333 tropical islands are famous 
for its soft coral diving, white sandy palm beaches, traditional thatched burres, 
coconut plantations and pristine natural environment; a perfect destination for 
nature lovers. The Yasawas, Mamanucas, Taveuni, Kadavu and Lau Group are 

less developed than the mainland giving you the opportunity to learn about 
Fijian culture and lifestyle with villages dotted throughout the group. These 
islands offer blue waters, fish-rich coral reefs with opportunities for diving, 

snorkelling and surfing. Will rendezvous with the 2019 Island Cruising Pacific 
Circuit rally as they sail around to Western Fiji in late July 2019.

Come join Freya on this adventure with Island Cruising 
Members Captain Louis & Jules

Email: info@247sailing.net

This is a private advertisement and any arrangement made, is purely between you and the skipper of the vessel. 
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